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A group of villains has met with the objective of conquering Gothic City, each one has different
plans but with the same objective, upon learning of these evil plans a group of heroes led by
Batman go fishing for these ruffians, can they Villains carry out their plans? Will the heroes be able
to stop the villains?
This roll & write game can be played by 1 to 4 players, with an estimated time of 30 minutes, for
players +10 years old.

Components:
Villains Sheets
Hero sheets
1 green die
1 yellow die
4 white dice
6 black dice
1 iniDal player token
Pencils and rubber
Prepara4on.1. Place the dice aside to the center of the table.
2. Place the Villains sheet in the center of the table next to the dice.
3. Each player chooses a hero and fills his sheet as follows:
-

In the area of the Belt and effect of the hero mark each space with a number from 1 to 6
without repeating. (See an example)

4. Fill in the Villains sheet as follows:
-

Dial with numbers from 2 to 5 without repeating in each assigned number box.

-

Choose 2 Villain Plans and assign them a number between 1 and 6 without repeating,
those will be the active Villain Plans.

5. Prepare the villain dice, place the green die plus two black dice and a black die for each
player, place them on the side of the villains sheet, the rest of the dice go to the box.
6. Draw who will be the initial player and pass the initial player token.
7. Prepare the hero dice, a yellow dice plus four white dice, place them in front of the initial
player.
8. Starts the game.
How to play.The game is started by the villains (Villains Phase), the player who plays the last one will roll the
villain dice and does the following:
-

Assign the dice to each space of villain or Villain Plan according to the results and
numbers assigned to the villains and villains plan. (See an example)

Play the villain effect or the villain plan effect according to where the result of the green
dice, if it is in the villain plan plays the following effect:
1. All heroes lose 1 of agility.
6. Heroes cannot play their effects dice (yellow) this round.
If the green die is in the space of a villain, that villain will activate its effect. The green
dice is not used to attack, only to activate effects.
-

Increase the threat of the Villains Plan where you have assigned dice to that plan,
increase one threat for each dice assigned to that plan, mark the plan box with a circle.
(See an example)

The villains attack from top to bottom, as long as they have at least one black die, that
is, the attack would go from Bane to the Riddler, to attack a villain he will throw as many
dice as those assigned to him at the beginning of this phase. For example, Bane has 3
dice assigned, as he has to attack, he will roll his three dice and get 1, 3 and 5 as
results, so as his ATK value is 3+ he fails with the 1 and hits with his other two results of
3 and 5, so he will deal 2 damage to the heroes with the initial token, each hit deals
damage unless an effect increases or decreases the damage value. The initial player
can defend against the attack of a villain by spending one of the 3 shield spaces he
has, for which he crosses out one of those spaces and throws a die, if you get the result
indicated on the shield you avoid all the damage that the villain can Make you this
round. You can also spend and cross out an Armor box and avoid a number of
damages equal to or less than the number indicated. Or the player can choose to
receive all the damage that the villain can do to him.

-

In game with two or more players the villain will attack all at the same time, to defend
himself or not, one by one the players will decide whether to defend themselves or not.

-

After all the villains attacked, remove the villain's dice and place them on the side of his
blade.

-

End of the villains' turn and start the hero's turn.

Heroes Phase.This phase starts with the player who has the initial player token and then continues with the next
player on the right, this phase is done as follows:
-

The player rolls the white dice and the yellow dice at the same time.

-

Assign the yellow die to the space marked with the number that came out in the Belt
space and Hero effect. The white dice are assigned to the villains sheet according to
the results, those ranging from 2 to 5 go to the villain spaces, numbers 1 and 6 go to
the Villains Plan area.

-

Activate the effect of the yellow die and play if you want or can the effect of that die,
with the yellow die you cannot assign to the villains sheet.

-

Deactivate the threat of the villain plan by marking an X for each assigned die (1 or 6) in
the villain plan.

-

Attack the villains starting from top to bottom, from Bane to the Riddler, you must roll as
many white dice as you assigned to the villain, for example you roll the dice and get 2,
2, 4 and 1; first deactivate the Villain Plan assigned with the number 1 by marking an
box of that plan with an X; then you will attack the villains, first Bane is assigned the
number 2 so that the 2 go to the space of Bane, the 4 is assigned to the Penguin; first
roll the 2 dice assigned to Bane, if you get 4 or more you will do damage to Bane for
each dice that gets that result, mark each damage with an X in one of the villain's
resistance boxes, then you will attack the Penguin that has been assigned a die.

-

Remove all the white dice and the yellow dice and pass them to the player on the right,
and so on until all the heroes play.

-

End of the round, pass the initial player token to the player on the right and then pass
all the hero dice.

-

A new round begins with a new phase of villains.

VILLAINS SHEET.-

The extra resistance will be played depending on the number of players, 2 players are
played up to the light blue squares, 3 players up to the pink squares and 4 players up to the
green squares, that is, the villain increases his resistance when there are more players.
The villain's attack is the minimum number that must be obtained when attacking the
heroes, that is, if Bane has 2 dice when the attack must roll both dice and will serve the
results of 3 or more on each dice to impact the hero and make a damage for each impact.
Defense is the value a hero must overcome when he attacks, for example if the player who
controls Batman throws the white dice and assigns 3 dice to Bane, when he attacks Bane
he will re-roll those 3 dice and for every 4 or more he will impact directly in Bane reducing
its resistance by each impact.

HERO SHEET.-

How to ac4vate and deac4vate villains plan threat.When you activate the villain plan with 1 or 6, mark with a round in a box; when you
deactivate the plan, mark with an X, if the plan has already been activated and deactivate
that plan, you must also mark with an X above the round, the same if the plan has already
begun to be deactivated to activate it, you must mark with a round above the X.

If a villain finishes marking the last empty square of a plan, he will harm all heroes equal to
the number marked by the green arrow on that plan; if the heroes completely deactivate a
plan (that is, they mark the last square with an X) they will harm the villain who is
associated with that plan equal to the number marked by the white arrow.

Agility Track.The agility track has the following effects on the hero, every time he loses agility he marks
with an x the first agility square, when you mark the first lead box the hero will lose a white
dice, when you mark the first pink square the hero will lose a white or yellow die at the
choice of the player who controls it.
Belt Eﬀects.The effects of the belt can only be played (optional) during the hero's turn and only for the
hero's white dice, the belt is only activated with the yellow dice, its effects are as follows:
+1: Plus 1 to the value of one or more white dice of your choice.
-1: Less 1 to the value of one or more white dice of your choice.
RR: Relaunch of one or more white dice of your choice.
+: Heal damage to your hero or an allied hero.

+ O: You win an extra white die this turn.

In this example, the belt does not carry the number 3 since it has been assigned to the
effect of Batman hero. (The D in the yellow square means Yellow Die)
Resistance.The resistance of the heroes will change according to the number of players, if played with
a single player the resistance is the total of the squares, that is to say 20, to two players the
resistance is 15, to three or four players the resistance is 10, this balances the level of the
game. The yellow resistance squares are for special effects that will come in a future

expansion, for now they are one more resistance square.

Who wins.The villains will win if they eliminate all the heroes or fully activate the plans (if a plan was
deactivated by the heroes, the villains can still win if they activate the second plan).
The heroes will win if they eliminate all the villains or completely deactivate both villain
plans.
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